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Minutes from the EuNat 2011 meeting
at
Gustavsberg Naturistcamping,
May 27 and 28 2011.
§1. Opening Words, welcome and introductory speeches
The secretary of the meeting introduced the first speaker, Inge Gullander, the chairman of the
Swedish naturist federation, SNF. Inge Gullander wished all delegates and participants welcome
to Sweden, Nora and Gustavsberg and expressed hopes that we will have a successful meeting.
The chairman of the association that operates Gustavsberg Naturist Camp, Bo Carlqvist, wished
everyone welcome and told about the association and the Gustavsberg naturist resort. The
naturist association Bergslagens Solsport will be 75 years old this year and the association has a
brand new 25 year lease for the premises on which Gustavsberg is located. Last year the camp
had well over 12000 guest nights. The association has more than 400 members.
§2 Delegates present, voting power and approval of participants
Country
Federation

Name

No of
votes

AT - ÖNV
BE - FBN/BNF
CH - UNS/SNU
CZ - CZN
DE - DFK
FR - FFN

Ladislaus Ivo
Paul Lambrechts
Edith Zimmermann
Ivo Žurek
Kurt Fischer
Paul Réthoré

6
14
11
1
27
19

GB – BN
IL - INA
IT - FENAIT
LU – FLN
NL - NFN
NO - NNF
PT - FPN
SE – SNF
SP - FEN

Marian Damen
Pat Gallagher
Gianfranco Ribolzi
Pieter Lagendijk
Huub Giesen
Leendert Combee
Ismael Rodrigo
Inge Gullander
Ismael Rodrigo

16
2
10
3
37
6
2
7
7

EuNatCom
EuNatCom
BN

Sebastian G. Heuft
Jean Peters
Jim Russel

0
0
0
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INF

Sieglinde Ivo

0

2 discussion
points

INF
INF
INF

Mick Ayers
Rolf Beat Hostettler
Roger Viola

0
0
0

SNF

Eirik Isene

0

Secretary

15 federations

21 people at the
conference table

168

31 motions
&
discussion
points

Sebastian Heuft did not show up and he did not cancel his registration. He had sent Jurrien van
Houdt to the meeting to “listen and learn”.
Ismael Rodrigo, Spain , represented the Portuguese federation.
Jean Peters had accepted to act as the chairman of the EuNat 2011 on behalf of SNF. SNF
believes he would do a much better job that any person SNF could get in Sweden. SNF is very
grateful for his help!
Eirik Isene acted as the secretary of the meeting. Everything that is translated to English and all
that is said in the microphones is recorded in order to help the secretary write the minutes as well
as possible.
§3 Nomination of two (2) scrutinizers for counting votes
Ulf Forsman and Christina Vibass were chosen as scrutinizers to count votes.
§4 Possible modifications to the Agenda and approval of the same.
The agenda was accepted as is.
§5 INF-FNI Reports and proposals
Sieglinde Ivo, the INF President, wished all delegates and participants welcome to this
EuNat 2011 meeting.
She mentioned that INF has two proposals that could be discussed during the meeting and
was happy to have Rolf Beat Hostettler present if someone had any questions about
economy or the budgets.
The filled in questionnaire from the different naturist federations about laws related to
naturism and/or nudity is only completed by 13 out of the 25 federations. There is no
compilation of the result yet.
It seems like the members reported for 2010 for France is wrong. Will be corrected.
Jean Peters pointed out that according to the current statutes; it is still 6 months prior to the
congress that should be applied as valid time lapse for changes to the statutes and he invites
INF-FNI to comply with the modification voted in Italy (4 month) by submitting officially
these statute modifications so that they will become effective before the next congress.
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§6

EuNatCom reports and proposals
6a. Activity report by the Sports Officer: Roger Viola reported from the activities of
2010 and pointed out important occasions in 2011: Alpe-Adriatic at Solaris in June,
Swimming gala in Prague and the election of a new Sports Officer.
NFN will not participate in the Swimming gala in Prague due to too high costs.
6b Activity report by the Youth officer: Sebastian Heuft did not show up at this
meeting.
Sebastian did not cancel his registration to participate and Jurriën van Houdt did not
have any information to communicate.
Sebastian Heuft may possibly be present at the youth meeting in France next week.
There is no written report from Sebastian Heuft even after a direct request from Jean
Peters.
Sieglinde pointed out that Sebastian will have to appoint someone that can replace him
at such events as this. Jurriën was obviously not appointed as such.
Kurt Fischer will get in contact with Sebastian and he will see to that things happen
within the next two weeks.
6c Financial Report, budget 2010, comments and approval.
The Financial report was sent to all federations by e-mail by April 13th 2011 together
with the EuNat Com budget for 2010. The report provided contains all the details under
various tabs.
Sieglinde will allow travelling by car if no other option is available.
Rolf Beat Hostettler reported that the EuNat Financial Report is approved by the INF
auditors.
NFN asked about how to use the profit (45 000 Euro) from 2010. This will be discussed
when we get to the 2011 budget.
6d Election of a new Sports Officer
James Russel has been nominated by the British Naturism.
He presented himself to the auditorium and was also recommended by Roger Viola, the
previous Sports Officer. Roger was tanked for his very excellent work as Sports Officer
till now.
James Russel was elected unanimously: 168 votes.

6e EuNatCom: Proposed financial and sport rules for EuNat events.
The proposed rules were distributed to all European federations April 11th, 2011 and
were accepted unanimously.
The minimum number of participating federations in Eunat events was discussed.
Currently the number is set to 5 and the number was to be kept as a figure to be used as
minimum for “intended participants”.
There was also a question (Kurt Fischer) about individual participation versus
participation by federation. It is important that the event is successful with many
participants rather than having the participation of the formal 5 federations. Jean Peters
asked for how the rules for participation should be expressed.
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Paul Réthoré pointed out that anybody can participate at the Arnaoutchot event.
There is a small problem with colours of the helmets used in the swimming
competitions: the colours for the smaller federations are not foreseen.
About a protection of the EuNat-logo: a formal protection will be too expensive. Since
the EuNat logo is connected to the INF-logo, it should be well enough protected.
§7

Presentation of motions received within deadline and points of discussion.
31 motions and points of discussions were received prior to the deadline.
There was a request that the motions should be differentiated at the next EuNat meeting
so that motions that require decisions by voting will be separated from other motions
and points of discussion.

§8

Motions related to internal work of EuNat and EuNatCom
8a SNU-UNS #1: Refuse membership of foreign association in own federation.
This proposal was questioned by FBN. Associations and clubs situated close to the
national borders may find it practical to belong to a federation on the other side of the
border. This may be the case also in other countries than Belgium. Paul Lambrechts
asked about EU directives or laws. Gianfranco Ribolzi believes we have to be
Europeans!
Kurt Fischer declared that according to German laws, a German association will have to
belong to a German federation.
There are no clear rules for this. We should perhaps have some recommendations.
Sieglinde: it should be decided by the association to which federation it applies for
membership. It is also up to the federation to accept such applications.
The motion is formulated in general wording but the problem may be specifically
applicable to Switzerland. SNU should modify their own statutes to ensure that Swiss
association will be member of the SNU-UNS and nowhere else.
Result of the voting:
For
: 152 votes
Against
: 14 votes
Abstentions : 2
8b SNU-UNS #2: Advance payments for INF-EuNat events
The reason is to have money available for the arranging (small) federations for
payments due, prior to an event.
Rolf Beat Hostettler refers to the “Golden unwritten rules” that exist and he does not
think it will be necessary to have stricter rules.
Sieglinde proposes that the existing rules are kept.
As soon as a first invoice related to an event is received, it will be refunded by INF
within 48 hours.
The motion was withdrawn.
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8c SNU-UNS #3: INF-EuNat document languages (GB-FR-DE)
SNU-UNS has got some documents in English only and some in French only from
Youth and wants to point out that the rules for documentation in the three languages
should be followed.
Jean Peters offers to do the translation when necessary.
Result of the voting:
For
: 168 votes
Against
: 0 votes
Abstentions : 0
8d UNS-SNU #4: National flags purchased by EuNatCom
There are already a lot of flags at several places (No flag decoration at EuNat 2011).
SNU-UNS have a lot of flags stored in a cellar since the Swimming Gala.
Roger Viola pointed out that it will be hard to transport the flags by air: they have a
considerable weight - each federation should invest in a set of flags.
Sieglinde Ivo promised to provide flags for various events provided they are returned.
Result of the voting:
For
: 168 votes
Against
: 0 votes
Abstentions : 0 votes
8e FEN #1: Proposed rules for approval of organizers of EuNat events
The rules are intended to be used when there are several contenders for a certain EuNat
event.
When there is more than one federation proposed for a certain event, it will be natural
to appoint them for different years’ events.
EuNatCom has also tried to spread the events all over Europe – this year in Prague.
EuNatCom will evaluate various criteria and decide. Even the federation not selected
for the event should be informed – also about why not.
Perhaps there should be a deadline for the decision of when a candidate should be
chosen.
Result of the voting:
For
: 53 votes
Against
: 112 votes
Abstentions : 3 votes
Motion rejected.
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8f

SNF#1: EuNat 2012 at a regular hotel
The background was that a majority of the participants of EuNat 2011 chose to stay at a
local hotel outside the naturist resort where the conference was held. Also the transport
from airports proved to be so difficult that most participants chose to rent cars. The idea:
saving money and administration at the organizing federation and money for the
participating federations.
Several delegates expressed a preference for having EuNat meetings at naturist resorts.
The organizing federation should be allowed to organize the event as they see best.
The motion was withdrawn.

8g SNF#2: Summarized minutes from EuNat 2011
The minutes must report discussions and different opinions – not too long but not too
short either. Balanced minutes.
No voting – silently accepted.
8h INF#1: EuNat web page on the web server of INF
The present INF web site does not contain anything about EuNat. INF offers to include
pages in INF web site.
Initial one-time cost: €1200 to the company INF uses to maintain the INF web site.
It was pointed out that the European federations represented 4/5 of the world wide INF.
It is of course important to promote our cause and activities.
The €1200 was questioned: for what?
Rolf Beat Hostettler will accept this small cost within the INF budget.
The motion was withdrawn.
8i

SNF#4: Common web solutions for several European federations?
SNF is developing a new solution based on Drupal as a replacement of the current
Scandinavian Naturist Portal which for various reasons cannot be properly maintained
or further developed.
SNF offers their new common web solution (multi-site and multi-language) to other
federation (do not confuse it with a common web site) free of charge.
Interested federations can contact Gerhard Skagestein or Eirik Isene. See §15 for further
info.
Kurt Fischer: This is not a motion – this is information or an offer.
We need to differentiate real motions from information and offers for the next meeting.

8j NFN#2: Reports from EuNat events regarding success related to cost by
EuNatCom.
NFN pointed out that swimming galas are very costly. They request reports where the
number of participants and related costs can be examined and they were pleased to
notice that the economic report presented by the EuNatCom secretary contained such
information.
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§9

SNF #5: Direct membership in INF – Statute change
SNF proposes that the INF statutes will be changed so that direct membership in INF
can be permitted when SNF or any other national federation will allow INF to organize
citizens from the federation’s country.
This was not a problem for any of the federations present. INF will accept Swedish
people as direct members in INF if SNF will allow this. Such members will not be able
to vote in any assemblies or annual meetings.
An SNF motion will be sent to INF for the next Congress: Changes to article 2 of the
INF statutes.

§10

Motions related to cooperation between European federations
10a FFN#1: Membership advantages & increase in membership.
FFN would like to know what benefits are attached to the membership, federation by
federation. FFN would also like to have a report about how the number of members
develops over the years.
Confusion about the name of membership cards: “license” in French.
FFN issues membership cards that are valid for only three nights for trying naturism.
10b FFN#2: Exchange of activity reports per federation at EuNat meetings
FFN proposes that the European federation should exchange annual reports about how
naturism has developed per federation prior to the EuNat Meetings. The reports should
contain problems and difficulties as well as successes and activities. Exchange of
information is important – the more we know about each other, the better.
Kurt Fischer pointed out that the reports from the federations to the INF Congress 2010
were not as many as there should have been: only 7 from the European federations.
Should there be forms for such reports?
Mick Ayers: Why not use the Federation FOCUS for these reports?
10c FBN#1: Swimming galas’ future
As FBN sees it we have had high costs and few participants.
Roger Viola: Swimming gala does not involve too many participants. However, we
could not handle it if it became much bigger. The event should be used as a PR-event –
PR for naturism.
At the Swimming Gala in Switzerland we had 9 federations present. It was a very nice
event that was experienced as very positive by the participants.
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Kurt Fischer reported that there are 180 – 200 qualified swimmers in Germany and that
there are several competitions within the country. Participants in the INF Swimming
Gala will have to qualify during national competitions.
Gianfranco Ribolzi: we should more actively support Pétanque and volleyball.
No voting.
10d INF#2: Participation at European fairs by INF
Mick Ayers explained the proposal.
INF would be the ideal organization to do this with the European federations.
DFK had a stand together with another federation at the fair in Utrecht and Eindhoven.
We have also participated in a fair in Essen. DFK will join NFN in the next fair in
December in Eindhoven.
The costs are high!
Sieglinde: INF will be back later with a more detailed offer for participation on
different levels – also with smaller federations. We await offers from the organizers.
Bernd Huiser: It will be the organizers that will do most of the work.
NFN offers to provide more detailed info on request.
It is essential that the organization and presentation is professional.
10e NFN#1: Credit Card type membership cards
NFN has already introduced a membership card in the shape of a credit card.
NFN invites other federations that may be interested to take contact (Bernd Huiser).
DFK has a smaller INF-card folded in 3. The folded membership card has the size of
the credit card (INF standard). DFK is quite satisfied with this card.
We have about 5 different membership cards today within Europe.
BN has a credit card type membership card which is updated once a year. Marian
Damen referred to the earlier given information about their membership cards.
Gianfranco Ribolzi: We agreed earlier to have one common membership card.
Paul Lambrechts worked with this question 25 years ago!
People often cling to their old membership card with 20 or 30 stamps.
Gianfranco proposes that we vote whether we shall have one common card or if each
federation may have their own card.
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Mick Ayers: Each federation should provide INF with a specimen of their current
membership card. This was decided at the last Congress. The development of a new
common membership card may take another 10 years or so.
10f NFN#6: Exchange of Federation/Membership magazines
This is a proposal. A list with the addresses of all present federations that agree to
exchange magazines will be available tomorrow.
There will be some language problems but this will be accepted
10g FFN#6: Actions against media that violates laws and encourages exhibitionism
FFN believes that the media that encourages exhibitionism on nude beaches should be
prosecuted!
FFN believes that if such requirements come from INF and other federations, it will
give a heavier impact.
DFK warns about actions against media –almost impossible. INF: we probably cannot
attack “the freedom of the press” – it will be too costly. Ignore the articles.
FFN withdraws the motion.
The situation at Cap d’Agde will be discussed tomorrow.
§11

Motions related to European activities/events
11a FFN#7: Reimbursements in accordance with actual costs
The full transparency in the EuNatCom reports makes this motion unnecessary.
Motion is withdrawn.
11b FBN#2: Problems with discounts related to INF membership.
Paul Lambrechts: There are several naturist resorts that have no possibility to give a
discount.
There are some naturist resorts that require the INF membership card.
Sieglinde Ivo: We have to be grateful to those that require the INF card.
11c NFN#3: Promotion of EuNat events on the federations’ websites etc.
The events should be presented on each federation’s Home Page as far as possible.
No disagreement about this.
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11d NFN#4: Reports from EuNat events on the federations’ web sites etc.
Each federation should publish reports from various EuNat events on the federation’s
web site.
There may be problems with the photos if we have no consent for publication. Photos
may be republished by others in contexts that we do not approve.
This will have to be considered at each occasion.
The photographer at the Swiss Swimming Gala had strong restrictions about how to
take pictures.
§12

Motions related to naturism, ethics, behavior etc. and environment
12a FFN#3: Recognition/acceptance of nudity by federation
This is about laws and regulations related to nudity in different countries.
We have in France created APNEL (association for nudity in public) organization that
will look in into these problems with various forms of outdoor nudity/naturism.
APNEL will try to give advice to lawmakers.
We would be interested in knowing if any other organization has done anything similar.
Normally we have no problems when we are a group of naked people. However, there
is always a problem when there is a single nude man – he will always be apprehended.
Several trails have been established in France intended for nude hikers.
DFK: It will probably continue to be problems with nude hikers from time to time.
DFK will defend the terrains defined open for naturists/nude people.
FEN: We have taken a legal action against the mayor of Barcelona since he has
forbidden naked behavior in the city of Barcelona (allowed on the beaches).
FEN fight to achieve mutual respect between naturists/nudists and people with clothes
on (textile bathers).
FENAIT: A few new nude beaches in Italy. FENAIT is recognized by the Italian
authorities. We have two naturist beaches and will probably within short have two
more. However, there are still areas within Italy where we have problems with
establishing new nude beaches.
12b INA#1: Status on implementing laws that will legalize naturism in Europe (EU) as
decided in France 2009.
Pat Gallagher raised this question at the Laborde meeting, France in 2009 and it was
passed by the majority. We want to know if anything has happened related to laws that
will protect “naturistic rights”.
Pat proposes that a time limit for this work should be defined: September 2011.
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Marian Damen: supports the motion! We want to be able to practice naturism without
fear of prosecution or persecution. Legislation is vitally important.
It is important that all federations act as one!
Warnings that this may fail were raised from several participants.
Pat: Naturists are actually part of a minority that has no rights. We need some rights in
the society we live in. We want to see the same rules in all European countries. After all,
naturism is also a “multimillion dollar industry”!
Paul Réthoré: FFN has on three occasions defended naturists in court and has won all
three cases!
Paul proposes three ways:
• Individual federations hold “open day actions” about nakedness and the ethics
of naturism: spreading the idea.
• Information about naturism directed towards the EU Commissions and
Parliament
• Identify partners with whom we can act together towards EU Commission and
Parliament.
Ismael Rodrigo: we will have a new legislation against discrimination (including
naturism) within a year in Spain.
Mick Ayers: It will be hard to pass such a law in the EU Parliament. He proposes
guides and regulations instead. We have received a draft from Pat.
INF will develop a proposal and distribute this to the European federations before
submitting a draft to the EU “lawmakers” who can promote such legal changes.
Pat Gallagher: We are pressing the Irish politicians to improve the Irish laws but we
also need improvement on the European level.
12c FFN#4: Actions for a healthier planet
Paul Réthoré: Naturism must be something more than being naked.
We need to participate in the fight for a healthier planet, protection and preservation of
the nature and energy saving etc.
Several Naturist resorts have already accepted this idea.
FFN has a permanent committee, collecting information in this area within France. We
have also targeted actions regarding water conservation.
DFK wants to have more specific details on which area we should concentrate.
SNU-UNS: We have concentrated on “waste management”.
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FENAIT: Engagement in ecology should not automatically mean any involvement in
any party politics. We should remain politically neutral.
Paul: If we behave ecologically we will influence people around us and we will earn
respect.
We should plan for a special meeting about ecology.
We need to express such idealistic ideas to people who can make decisions.
12d SNF#3: Deep Geothermal Energy, an alternative to nuclear, wind and solar energy
This paper was intended as an input to the discussions related to the previous motion.
SNF also believes naturism must be something more than being naked. We want to
introduce a new alternative for energy production.
DFK: Believes in a mix of renewable energy – we need all kinds of energy now and in
the future.
SNF withdrew the motion.
12e FFN#5: Ban and reject exhibitionism on nude beaches
The common letter to the authorities at Cap d’Agde has had positive results. The
authorities have now a better control of the behavior of the visitors at the beach and in
the city. The local police have been educated in what naturism is and what
exhibitionism is and how to deal with that. People not complying with the new rules
will be fined or prosecuted.
FFN hopes that this will continue.
Paul Lambrechts: Would like to have some feed-back from the 500 signatures collected
in Belgium. Paul Réthoré: They had a great impact not only in Cap d’Agde but
everywhere.
Kurt Fischer: Sex abuse and pedophilia are serious crimes that have massive impact on
the people affected.
12f BN#1: Rules for naturism and decent behavior
Marian Damen wanted that someone could read the complete motion “Naturist belief”
in order to get a professional translation:
The delegate from FLN, Pieter Lagendijk did it.
The “Naturist belief” was accepted as an acceptable guide line for naturists.
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12g NFN#5: How to handle misconduct at naturist resorts.
The NFN proposal was found after NFN#4.
We would like to know what actions the different federations take when someone has
seriously misbehaved on a naturist resort.
DFK: It may be reported to the police or a member may have the membership cancelled.
Unofficial black list is used in Germany.
FFN: Each naturist resort is autonomous – the federation is normally not involved. The
naturist resorts handle cases of sexual abuse and disrespect of naturistic ethics.
Sometimes we issue warnings.
Paul Lambrechts: A man had to get a hotel room since his membership card had been
cancelled. This case was processed in court for more than 3 years and has cost a lot of
money.
The federations may have to get some insurance that covers this kind of legal
protection. A cancellation of membership may have unexpected results.
§13

Decision about the next EuNat Meetings 2012 and 2013
2012: DFK is a candidate for EuNat 2012 in Hanover, Germany on March 22nd – 25th
(provisionally).
Hanover is centrally located in Europe with excellent possibilities for the transports.
We have two possibilities within the Hanover area
• Sports Boarding School with access to indoor pools. Two-level beds
• Accommodation in a hotel in Hanover close to a lake called “Maschsee”
Gala evening in an old brewery is an option.
2013: Le Betulle, 20 km from Turin, Italy on May 17th – 19th (provisionally)
They have 20 - 21 bungalows and a hotel close by and a sauna.
There are several interesting places to see in Turin and the environment such as Ravina
della Italia.
No other proposals.
Both proposals were unanimously accepted by voting (168 votes).

§14

EuNat Economy including budgetary discussions 2011 and decision
The costs of €9000 for the Swimming Gala in Prague compared to the €17 000 the year
before have decreased a lot. Regarding the Swimming Gala it was concluded that the
costs for renting a competition pool can vary a lot and are hard to predict.
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Translator’s costs for 2011 have increased in relation to 2010 due to higher travelling
costs to Sweden.
The contribution from EuNatCom for the EuNat 2011 organizing and execution was
raised from 1000€ up to 1200€ and was approved unanimously.
Jean Peters has not received any information from Sebastian Heuft about the
provisional €10 000 for the youth events this summer. It used to be €6000 for the
summer meeting and €3000 for the spring meeting.
Gianfranco thinks that perhaps €10000 may be a little too much. Sebastian has never
informed Gianfranco about anything.
Jurriën van Houdt reported that he was attending a meeting recently where they
calculated a need for €12 000. There will be a new meeting within short where this may
be discussed further. Jurriën offered to send this information to all delegates.
Sieglinde: why didn’t Sebastian convey this information to Jean?
Jean Peters proposes that Sebastian sends the provisional budget for Youth to him
immediately.
Gianfranco: We need more substantial information in order to decide a budget.
We will have two Youth events in 2011 compared to only one in 2010.
Paul L: We will arrange a boule tournament in Belgium but we feel unsure how
Sebastian will use the funds. Sebastian has to handle things according to what is
budgeted in a responsible manner.
The total amount budgeted for EuNat events 2011 is €40 700.
Not yet allocated funds amount to €54 362.
An updated budget for 2011 was distributed during the meeting
Result of the voting:
Approval
Against
Abstention

: 168
: none
: none

Sieglinde: Some of the “surplus money” could be used for Public Relations such as
publicity campaigns, fairs, exhibitions, advertisements etc.
Gianfranco proposes €20 000 two fairs in Germany and in the Netherlands. Various
levels and possibilities were discussed.
Result of the voting for a budget of €20 000 for publicity and fairs: (2x10’000)
Approval
: 168
Against
: none
Abstention : none
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INF will be involved, support smaller organizations, organizing events etc. INF will
need assistance from the national federations.
§15

Miscellaneous
All motions should be provided for the interpreters prior to the meeting and always in
the 3 languages.
All motions should be written on original federation paper with logo of each federation
containing the motion, the arguments and the financial impact.
(Check INF-FNI rules for the congress motions)
Motions should be differentiated from points to be discussed.
Gerhard Skagestein came back to the SNF motion #4: It will be without any cost
(free), it is easy to use and it will be a multi-language and multi-site solution. Gerhard
offered to be available to answer questions.
Here is the link to the prototype: http://w3.naturistnet.org/snpdrupal/sjohaug.
Marian invited everybody who will watch the Olympic Games in England next year, to
come and stay at English naturist resorts.

§16

Closing of the EuNat Meeting 2011
Jean Peters: We have had a very interesting meeting. I expect Sieglinde will say a few
final words.
Sieglinde expresses the gratitude of the participants for the well-organized meeting to
the President Inge Gullander and to the organizer Eirik Isene.
Inge Gullander thanked the participants for a very interesting and friendly meeting. He
wished everyone welcome to the Gala Dinner this evening.
Jean Peters thanked everyone for a friendly and effective meeting in good spirit and
closed EuNat 2011.

§17

There wasn’t any Press Conference due to lack of interest from the press or media
despite an earlier Press Release
A Press Release had been sent out to the national news agency and to the local media.
No one had responded. The media in Sweden had probably enough news already.

§18

There wasn’t any official photo this time.
• No official photographer had been appointed
• The weather was cool
• We have already taken this kind of picture several times. Who needs another
picture with shivering people?
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Finally, the Swedish naturist federation, SNF, and Eirik would like to express their
gratitude to Jean Peters for chairing the EuNat 2011 Conference and for
translating heaps of documents. It has been a great pleasure to cooperate with
Jean!

______________________________
Secretary of the meeting: Eirik Isene

_________________________________
Chairing the meeting: Jean Peters

______________________________
Chairman of the SNF: Inge Gullander

No Appendices.
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